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Before leaving 

During our previous mobility in Portugal, we decided to have a further mobility in Naples  to conclude our 
project and to lay foundations for future  collaborations. 
We decided to have our mobility  from 15th February to 18th February 2023 to have the possibility to visit 
Naples schools and to check our project mobility tool together before sending the final report to the National 
Agency. 
After this we had informal calls and email to share the programme suggested by our friends from Naples 

For the schools who couldn’t take part to the physical  meeting we organized online connection during work 
sessions. 
 

Partecipants: 

 Albina Arpaia,Ermelinda Sica, Antonella Attanasio,  Angela Biccari and other teachers , 39° Circolo 

Didattico G. Leopardi, Naples,Italy  

 Marco Ugliano, Federica Pelella, Enzo Dantonio, Maria Rosaria Damato, other teachers and 

students who took part at the previous mobilities,  ITIS “ Alessandro Volta”  Naples, Italy 

 Elsa Fernandes, Rachel Coelho, Agrupamento de Escolas Padre Benjamin Salgado, Portugal, were 

present only the 16th and the 17Th as their flight to Naples was cancelled and they had to wait in 

Frankfort. 

 Massimiliano Branchini,Stefania Seminatore,Katia Erbisini, Teresa Rizzo, Renata Roncoroni, Istituto 

Comprensivo Valmorea,Italy 

 Hatice Demirekin,Omer Soydal, Sami Erturk, Konya Turk Telekom Sosyal Bilimler Lisesi, Konya, 

Turkey, were  connected online for the National mourning proclaimed following the tragedy of the 

earthquake in Turkey. 

 Giorgio Mezzanotti ,JENSEN forskola Ostermalm, Sweden, was connected online 

 

 

 

 

                                                          
 

 

 

Place: the working sections took place at ITIS “ Alessandro Volta” ( day 2)  and at 39° Circolo Didattico G. 

Leopardi ( day3 ),  Naples 



 

 Day 1 ( 15th February) 

Arrival of the partecipants at the hotel with a warm welcome by teachers from host schools. The program  

had to be rescheduled due to the cancellation of the Portuguese team’s flight blocked in Frankfurt until the 

following day. 

 

                                                 
 

 

Day 2 (16th February)  

In the morning, after  ITIS “ Alessandro Volta” principal welcame all partecipants, we visited the school and 

had laboratories observation. After that we had a meeting to talk about  our project website.  

 
 
 

              
 
 
 
In the afternoon we visited the historic city  centre with its ancient greek and roman streets, its beautiful 
churches and underground Naples 
 
 
 

                        
 
 
Day 3 (17th February) 

In the morning 39° Circolo Didattico G. Leopardi principal welcame partecipants and guided us in the visit of 

the school and in the classes observation. After that we  discussed about the work plan and  final report 

deadline of our mobility tool and the dissemination plan. Finally the attendance certificates were delivered. 

 



 

               
 

 

 

In the afternoon, we visited  the Royal Palace and Plebiscito Square 

 

 

                                  
 

 

In the evening we had dinner all together with traditional food 

 

Conclusion 

Our project born in the midst of pandemic has come to an end with the meeting in Naples which offered us 

the opportunity to confront each other constructively and to lay the foundations for future collaborations. 

(For example in May IC Valmorea is hosting two teachers from Agrupamento de Escolas Padre Benjamin 

Salgado, Portugal for a job shadowing activity. The Portuguese team will also take part in the activities 

planned for another Erasmus project that IC Valmorea is hosting at the same time.) 

 

Thanks to our friends from Naples for  providing a great stay and overall experience and to all the 

partecipants who contributed to the success of the project summarized in a booklet produced and shared by 

our Turkish friends. 

 

                                                           
 
Renata Roncoroni 


